Abstract. The main issue of this paper is an axiomatization of the notion of absolutely convergent series involving a set of summands of xed (but unrestricted) in nite cardinality N. This notion is used to de ne the category N R pnSmod 1 of R-prenormed R-semimodules with N-summation whose homomorphisms are contractive. Based on this we i n troduce left N-convexity theories ; and the category ;C of left ;-convex modules.
Introduction
The basic de nitions of this paper are contained in x1. They concern an axiomatic approach to the notion of \absolutely convergent series" in prenormed semirings and prenormed semimodules . The type of series we a r e i n terested in have a s e t o f summands of a xed, but arbitrary, in nite cardinality N. Semimodules equipped with a family of such \summable" series are said to have N-summation. The section concludes with few statements directly related to the basic de nitions. x2 consists of several results involving semimodules with N-summation. In addition we i n troduce maps from a xed, but arbitrary, set to a semimodule with N-summation that are \summable". These maps are used in x3 to de ne, for an arbitrary set A, the free semimodule L N (A) with N-summation on the set A. L N (A) is a generalization of the well known functional-analytic concept of`1-space on the set A. The functor Set 3 A 7 ! L N (A) 2 N R pnSmod 1 is the left adjoint of the forgetful functor N R pnSmod 1 ;! Set here, N R pnSmod 1 stands for the category ;C is the category of ;-convex modules and their homomorphisms. O ; (M) is the closed unit ball of M equipped with the obvious operation of ; on the closed unit ball of M. In addition we exhibit the left adjoint S ; of O ; . The paper ends with a section presenting several examples for the previously introduced concepts.
The basic de nitions
Let R be a semiring (in the sense of 5], x1). Let furthermore N be a xed set of cardinality @ 0 . Maps from N to R, that is elements of R N , will be denoted by lower case greek letters with a lower placeholder symbol, e.g. or occasionally we will write: f n : n 2 Ng or f (n) : n 2 Ng instead of . I f w e de ne + as the map N 3 n 7 ;! n + n 2 R then R N becomes a semiring. If r 2 R and if we denote the constant map N ;! R with value r by r then R 3 r 7 ! r 2 R N is a homomorphism of semirings.
Let M be a semimodule (in the sense of 5], x1) over the semiring R. Then If M is an R-prenormed R-semimodule over the prenormed semiring R and if k k denotes the prenorm with value cone C (see 5], x2) then, with 2 M N , w e denote by k k the map N 3 n 7 ! k n k 2 C hence k k is in C N . This makes M N a R N -prenormed R N -semimodule over the prenormed semiring R N with value cone C N .
Finally a construction that will be used later. Let A be some set and : N ;! A a set map. Let furthermore M be an R-semimodule and 2 M N . G i v en a 2 A we denote by ;1 (a) the map N ;! M given by N 3 n 7 ! n , i f (n) = a 0 , otherwise.
In other words, ;1 (a) is given by the formulae ;1 (a) j ;1 (a) = j ;1 (a) and ;1 (a) jN r ;1 (a) = 0 jN r ;1 (a):
Note that any subset of N can be obtained as ;1 (a), provided that A contains at least two elements, and that each partition of N can be written as f ;1 (a) : a 2 A 0 g for some subset A 0 of A, p r o vided that A is large enough.
In the following de nition we refer to the concept of positive semiring. According to 5], x1, a positive semiring is a partially ordered semiring with 0 as its smallest element.
(1.1) De nition. Let C be a positive semiring. By a left N-summation for C is meant a pair (S C C ) consisting of a C-subsemimodule S C of C N and a Chomomorphism C : S C ;! C such that (i) C (N) := f 2 C N : supp is niteg is contained in S C and for all 2 C (N) , C ( ) = P 0 f n : n 2 supp g, where P 0 stands for the usual sum of nitely many e l e m e n ts in C
(ii) for all 2 S C and 2 C N with is in S C and C ( ) C ( ) (iii) for every 2 S C and every map ' : N ;! N ' ;1 (n) is in S C for all n 2 N, and the map ' ;1 given by N 3 n 7 ! C ( ' ;1 (n) ) 2 C is in S C and satis es C ( ' ;1 ) = C ( ) (iv) if is in C N and there exists a map ' : N ;! N such that ' ;1 (n) is in S C for all n 2 N and that ' ;1 is in S C then is in S C . (1.2) Lemma. Let C be a p ositive semiring with left N-summation (S C C ). Then the conditions (1.1), (i)-(iii), imply that for every 2 S C the inequalities n C ( ) n2 N, hold in particular, if supf n : n 2 Ng exists, supf n : n 2 Ng C ( ) is satis ed. u t
The next de nition uses the notion of prenormed semiring. Due to 5], (2.1), this is a semiring R together with a map k k : R ;! C, where C is a positive a n d complete (with respect to the partial order) semiring, such that (o) k0k = 0 and k1k = 1 (i) kr 1 + r 2 k k r 1 k + kr 2 k , for all r 1 r 2 2 R (ii) kr 1 r 2 k k r 1 kkr 2 k , for all r 1 r 2 2 R. The semiring C is called the value cone of R and k k is said to be the prenorm of R.
(1.3) De nition. Let R be a prenormed semiring with prenorm k k : R ;! C: By a left N-summation for R is meant a l e f t N-summation (S C C ) for C together with a pair (S R R ) consisting of an R-subsemimodule S R of R N and an Rhomomorphism R : S R ;! R such that (o) 2 R N is in S R if and only if k k is in S C (i) R (N) := f 2 R N : supp is niteg is contained in S R and for all 2 R (N) , R ( ) = P 0 f n : n 2 supp g, where P 0 stands for the usual sum of nitely many e l e m e n ts in R
(ii) for all 2 S R and 2 R N with k k k k, is in S R and k R k C k k (iii) for every 2 S R and every ' : N ;! N ' ;1 (n) is in S R for all n 2 N, and the map ' ;1 given by N 3 n 7 ! R ( ' ;1 (n) ) 2 R is in S R and satis es R ( ' ;1 ) = R ( ).
De nition (1.4) requires the notion of R-prenormed left R-semimodule over the prenormed semiring R with prenorm k k : R ;! C. B y t h i s i s m e a n t a l e f t R-semimodule M together with a map k k : M ;! C such t h a t (o) k0k = 0 (i) km 1 It is clear from (1.18) that the totality o f R-prenormed R-semimodules with left N-summation together with their homomorphisms and the set-theoretical composition of these forms a category N R pnSmod.
A homomorphism of R-prenormed R-semimodules is called contractive (or a contraction) i f c = 1 can be chosen in (1.5), (ii). Again it is easy to see that the totality o f R-prenormed R-semimodules together with their contractive homomorphisms forms a subcategory N R pnSmod 1 of N R pnSmod.
We close with three statements directly related to the above de nitions.
( Proof. Again k k is in S C . Since k ' ;1 (n) k k k, k ' ;1 (n) k is in S C and thus
Due to (1.1), (iii), N 3 n 7 ! C ( ' ;1 (n) ) 2 C is in S C as k k is in S C . Therefore the map N 3 n 7 ! k M ( ' ;1 (n) )k 2 C is in S C and hence the map ' ;1 , t h a t i s N 3 n 7 ! M ( ' ;1 (n) ), is in S M . u t (1.8) Lemma. Let M be a n R-prenormed R-semimodule with left N-summation (S M M ) and denote the N-summation of R by (S R R ). I f 2 S R and 2 S M then , d e n e d as the map N 3 n 7 ! n n 2 M, i s i n S M .
Proof. Since is in S R , it follows from (1.3), (o) , that k k is in S C , whence k n k C k k, n 2 N, on account of (1. Proof. The existence of , , A 0 , and N 0 is obvious. The balance of (2.2) is an immediate consequence of (2.1). 
(2.6) Lemma. Let u t (2.10) Corollary. Let M be a n R-prenormed R-semimodule with left N-summation (S M M ). F urthermore l e t A be any set and : A ;! A be a n y b i j e ction.
Then f 2 M A is in S M A if and only if f := f is in S M A , in which case
Proof. Immediate consequence of (2.9) u t (2.11) Lemma. Let M be a n R-prenormed R-semimodule with left N-summation ( Proof. This is an immediate consequence of (1.1),(iii'),(1. Proof. We put L N ( ) : = f0g. I f A 6 = is any nonempty s e t , w e put { as a set { L N (A) : = S R A R A : Due to (2.5), L N (A) i s a n R-subsemimodule of R A .
Next we de ne a prenorm jjj jjj : L N (A) ;! C by putting = fF 2 L N (A) N : kF (a)k 2 S C for all a 2 A and C kF k 2 S C A g: In order to de ne := L N (A) , let F be in S. Since kF (a)k is in S C we h a ve that F (a), that is the map N 3 n 7 ! F n (a) 2 R, i s i n S R . Due to (1.3), (ii), we obtain k R F (a)k C kF (a)k. I f R F denotes the map A 3 a 7 ! R F (a) 2 R then we h a ve k R F k C kF k. Since the latter function is in S C A , (2.8) shows that k R F k is in S C A , w h e n c e R F is in S R A due to (2.6). In other words, R F is in L N (A), and we put F := R F .
At this point w e h a ve to show t h a t ( S ) is a left N-summation for L N (A). So, let F and G be in S. Then F + G is the map N 3 n 7 ! F n + G n 2 L N (A) a n d hence F + G 2 L N (A) N . Moreover, (F n + G n )(a) = F n (a) + G n (a) for all a 2 A. Thus, k(F + G )(a)k k F (a)k + kG (a)k. Since both kF (a)k and kG (a)k are in S C , (1.1) shows that kF (a)k + kG (a)k is in S C . Therefore (1.1), (ii), implies that k(F + G )(a)k is also in S C and that C (k(F + G )(a)k) C (kF (a)k + kG (a)k) = C (kF (a)k) + C (kG (a)k) holds for all a 2 A. This means that C kF + G k C kF k + C kG k is valid. By assumption both C kF k and C kG k are in S C , whence C kF k + C kG k is in S C . T h us (1.1), (ii), shows that C kF +G k is in S C . Therefore F +G is in S. Similarly, but more simply, one shows that F 2 S and r 2 R implies rF 2 S. Thus we h a ve s h o wn that S is an R-subsemimodule of L N (A) N .
Next we need to prove that is a homomorphism of R-semimodules. Again let F and G be in S. Then R (F (a) + G (a)) = R F (a) + R G (a) a n d t h us
Similarly one obtains rF = r F , and is recognized as a homomorphism o f R-semimodules. kf(a)h(a)k k f(a)kkh(a)k k f(a)k, f o r e v ery a 2 A. B y  (1.3), (o , for all n 2 N,
(ii) for all n , n 2 N, in ; the map h i given by N 3 n 7 ! R n 2 R is in ;.
It is a simple consequence of (1.1), (ii) { (iv), that h i satis es (4.1), (o).
Let X be any set and denote the elements of X N by l o wer case letters with an upper placeholder symbol, e. g. x or x . L e t ; b e a n N-convexity theory. Then the totality of left ;-convex modules and their homomorphisms, with composition the set-theoretical one, form a category ;C, the category of left ;-convex modules. Clearly, ; C is an algebraic category. Since it has a rank ( 2], p.56), it has free objects on any s e t . H o wever, we w ant to construct such free objects explicitly. First, three technical statements about ;-convex modules. They correspond to 4], (2.4), (iii), (iv), and (viii), and the proofs there carry over to the current situation with nominal changes only.
(4.4) Lemma. Let X be a l e f t ;-convex module, let 2 ; with supp N 0 N, and let y z 2 X N be such that y n = z n , for all n 2 N 0 . Then h y i = h z i. u t (4.5) Lemma. Let X be a left ;-convex module, let 2 ; and x 2 X. F or any bijection : N ;! N de ne resp. x as the maps N 3 n 7 ! (n) 2 R resp. N 3 n 7 ! x (n) 2 X:
Then h x i = h x i. u t (4.6) Lemma. Let Finally, given f : M ;! M 0 in N R pnSmod 1 , w e obtain from (1.5), (i),
showing that f induces a homomorphism of ;-convex modules.
u t
Since the value cone C of a prenormed semiring is partially ordered, we obtain an induced partial order on C N (it was described at the beginning of x1). If Then for every left N-convexity theory ; over R, O ; has a left adjoint S ; .
Proof. Let X be a ;-convex module and denote the set underlying X again by X. Then jjjf n jjj = jjjs n jjj. I f jjjs n jjj is not a maximal element o f C, (LD) implies the existence of an f n 2 L N (X) with q(f n ) = s n and jjjs n jjj jjjf n jjj jjjs n jjj + d n . Hence f is in L N (X) and jjjf jjj jjjs jjj + d 2 S C , whence jjjf jjj is in S C due to (1.1), (ii), and thus f is in S L N (X) by (1.4), (o). Therefore s = q N (f ) i s i n S S ; (X) .
(1.4), (i), is trivially satis ed in the current situation.
On to (1.4), (ii). It follows from (1.5) that s 2 S S ; (X) and t 2 S ; (X) N with jjjt jjj jjjs jjj implies t 2 S S ; (X) . Hence there are g 2 S L N (X) with t = q N (g ) and jjj S ; (X) t jjj = jjjq( L N (X) g )jjj jjj L N (X) g jjj C jjjg jjj due to (1.4), (ii), for L N (X). Hence we h a ve jjj S ; (X) t jjj inff C jjjg jjj : q N (g ) = t g = C (inffjjjg jjj : q N (g ) = t g) = C jjjt jjj: Finally (1.4), (iii). Let ' : N ;! N be a map and let s 2 S S ; (X) . Then there is an f 2 S L N (X) with s = q N (f ). Since s ' ;1 (n) = q N (f ' ;1 (n) ) and since f ' ;1 (n) is in S L N (X) , due to (1.4), (iii), applied to L N (X), we h a ve s ' ;1 (n) 2 S S ; (X) for every n 2 N. Moreover, by de nition, S ; (X) s ' ;1 (n) = q( L N (X) f ' ;1 (n) ). Since f ' ;1 , that is the map N 3 n 7 ! L N (X) f ' ;1 (n) 2 L N (X), is in S L N (X) it follows that s ' ;1 is in S S ; (X) . Finally
Thus we h a ve shown that S ; (X) i s a n R-prenormed R-semimodule with left Nsummation (S S ; (X) S ; (X) ). One checks easily that this de nes a partial order on X and that (with respect to this partial order) X has N-suprema. In fact, h x i = s u p fx n : n 2 supp g. Moreover, if Y X is a subset of cardinality cardN, l e t ' : Y ;! N be an injective map, and de ne resp. x as the maps (with y 0 2 X chosen arbitrarily) N 3 n 7 ! 1 , i f n 2 im' 0 , otherwise resp. N 3 n 7 ! y , i f n = '(y) y 0 , otherwise.
Then sup(Y ) = h x i.
Conversely, i f X is a partially ordered set that has N-suprema, de ne h x i := supfx n : n 2 supp g 2 ; and x 2 X N :
A simple computation shows that this makes X a ; D -convex module. 
